INTRODUCTION
The évaluation of expressions plays an important part in the compilers for programming languages. An expression may be représentée by an extended binary tree ([8] ; p. 399) provided that it consists of brackets, binary operators and operands; the operators correspond to the interior nodes and 250 R. KEMP the operands to the leaves. For example, the arithmetical expression E = x 1 /((x 2 -x 3 ) î ((x 4 + x 5 ) * x 6 )) can be represented by the binary tree (syntax tree) drawn in Figure 1 .
Figure l
The évaluation of an expression is equivalent to the réduction of the corresponding tree according to its structure. These réductions are closely related to the process of code génération in compilers. For example, in order to evaluate E for given values of x u x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 5 , x 6 , we have to use registers Rj, j = 1, 2, 3, . .., and produce code such as: which leaves the desired result in register R u using the registers J R 2)^3>^4 (code 1) and R 2 , R3 (code 2) for storing intermediate values. Obviously, the second code is better than the previous one, since it uses one less register. There are well-known stratégies for the computation of expressions formed with binary operators: (a) " left-to-right" strategy based on a simple stack; (b) "optimal" strategy (with respect to the number of registers).
Bef ore discussing the algorithms induced by these stratégies in more detail, we will briefly formalize the concept of the réduction of a binary tree T with 
2) Let Q t be of type (a). Then v t (A) = <ù.
(3) Let Q t be of type (6) 
. Then v t (A) = v t~1 (A') v t -x (A") L (4) Let Q t be of type (c). Then v t (A)^v t^1 (A / ). (5) If v t (A) is not defined by (3)-(4) but v t -^{A) has been defined, then v t -i(A). Otherwise, v t (A) is undefined.
We say that a program II évaluâtes a binary tree T if after the last instruction of II, the variable A x has the value PO (T), where PO (T) £ (ƒ U L)* dénotes the postorder of the nodes of T( [8] ; p. 316). Furthermore, the tree T can be reduced by a given algorithm ALG if ALG with input PO (T) computes a program which évaluâtes T. Obviously, if II is a program evaluating T, then II describes the réduction of Taccording to its structure. The relationship of the réduction of a binary tree T with the évaluation of an expression formed with binary operators should be evident: given an expression £, PO (T) corresponds to the postfix notation of E, T is the syntax tree of E, the algorithm ALG describes the strategy for the computation of the value of E and the intermediate variables of the program II produced by ALG correspond to the registers appearing in the code for E.
A customary method for the réduction of a tree T is the following algorithm S which uses a stack. (1) A triple (ƒ, Y, p) will be used to dénote a configuration of the algorithm: (a) jeN represents the location of the input pointer. We assume that the first "input symbol" is the leftmost symbol in PO (T).
(b) ye(I[JL)* represents the stack list. The "top" is assumed to be at the right of y.
(c) p is a séquence of instructions of type (a) and (b).
(2) If y is the location of the input pointer, than c(j) is the "current" input symbol.
(3) The initial configuration of the algorithm is C 0 = (l, e, e). (4) There are two types of steps. These steps will be described in terms of their effect on the configurations of the algorithm. The heart of the algorithm is to compute successive configurations defined by a "goes to" relation 1. The notation (ƒ, y, p) _L (ƒ', y', p') means that if the current configuration is (ƒ, Y> p), then we are to go next into configuration (/", y', p'). The two types of move are as follows:
Let c (j)
e I and y = f ab. Then:
The exécution of the algorithm S is as follows: STEP 1: Starting in the initial configuration, compute successive configurations C o -L Ci ± C 2 J L Ci J until no further configuration can be computed.
STEP 2: If the last configuration is (Î(PO (7)) +1, r, II), émit II and hait; II is a program which évaluâtes T.
Obviously, if we number the stack list cells by 1,2, 3, ... from the bottom, then the variable A m corresponds to the m-th cell. The postorder of the nodes of T is the string PO (T) = bfgdjkhpeca. The algorithm S computes the following 4-program which évaluâtes the tree T. For typographical reasons, we omit the third component in the configurations and give only the current instruction in each move.
Configuration
(1,6)1 (2, 6) 1(3,6/) 1 (4, bfg) 1 (5, bd) Thus algorithm S reduces the tree T using a stack list of maximum length 4. Note that we obtain our code 1 if we replace each variable Aj by the register Rj, each oce/U^ by the corresponding operator or operand and each instruction A t <-A r A s a by R ( <-R r a i? s . Obviously, the number of variables appearing in a program produced by algorithm S is equal to the maximum number of nodes in the stack during the exécution of S. In the worst case, this number is equal to the number of leaves of the tree, in the best case, equal to two [4] . An application of a resuit given in [1, 4] shows that the average number of variables appearing in a program produced by S is given by y/ïzn-0.5 + O(ln(n)/ v /n) provided that all trees with n leaves are equally likely.
Another type of algorithms for evaluating a given binary tree T is a procedure consisting in the main of the following two steps.
(A) Attach additional labels to the nodes of the tree.
vol. 17, n° 3, 1983 254 R-KEMP (B) Convert the labelled tree into a program n which évaluâtes T. The following algorithm is of this type and represents an optimal strategy (with respect to the number of variables appearing in II) for the réduction of binary trees ( [9, 10] ).
For sake of clarity, we will not describe the algorithm in terms of opérations on the postorder PO (T).
Algorithm OP
INPUT: A binary tree T with the set of interior nodes ƒ, the set of leaves L and the root rel.
OUTPUT: An optimal program II which évaluâtes T. METHOD: (A) Attach additional labels to the nodes of T. The labels are integers which can be recursively computed by the labelling-function ƒ : I\JL -* f^J 0 defined by:
where y(z) is the root of the left (right) subtree of the node x.
(B) The computation of the program II is as follows: (BI) One starts from the root of the labelled tree. Scanning is performed from those nodes which have the larger integer label. If both have the same label, one begins on the right node.
(B2) One continues scanning un til one has reached a leaf or a node with sons labelled zero. This node is "evaluated" and is substituted by the resulting variable name (zero is substituted for its label). Then one returns to the father of this node and continues scanning. The évaluation of a node x means, that the instruction "A <-x" is emitted if x e L, and the instruction "A m <-A r A s x;" with m = MIN(r,s) if xel has the left son A r and the right son A s . In each step, the result appears as the value of the available variable with lowest index, Example 2: Consider the binary tree Tgiven in Example 1. The corresponding labelled tree is drawn in Figure 3 . Performing step (B) we have first to evaluate node keL. Thus the instruction "Ai «-Ze;" is emitted, the label ƒ (k) is replaced by 0 and node k by the variable name A x . We have to return to node h and to continue scanning. Performing again step (BI), we have now to evaluate nodejeL; the instruction "A 2 <-;;" is emitted, the label ƒ(ƒ) is substituted by 0 and node j by A 2 . Scanning is continued at node h. Since h has sons labelled zero, we have to evaluate node h itself. The instruction "A x <-A 2 A X ft;" is emitted, the label/(ft) is substituted by 0 and node h by the variable name A t . Returning to node e, we have next to evaluate node/? e L. Finally, af ter the évaluation of the root a, the following 3-program has been computed:
A 2 <-g; As +-ƒ;
This program is optimal that is, the tree cannot be évaluated by a kprogram II, where k ^ 2. Note that we obtain our code 2 if we replace each variable A } by the register R h each a e I \J L by the corresponding operator or operand and each instruction A t <-A r A s a by R t *-R r OL R 5 .
Using the results derived in [3, 7] , the number of variables appearing in an optimal program for a tree T with n leaves is two in the best case, and [log 2 (2n)J in the worst case; if all trees with n leaves are equally likely, the average number of variables in an optimal program is given by Iog 4 (n) + F(n) + O(l), where F(n) is an oscillating bounded function with R. KEMP F(n) = F(4n), ne M. Furthermore, the following relation holds: the number of binary trees with n leaves which can be evaluated by an optimal program with less than or equal to k variables is equal to the number of binary trees with n leaves which can be reduced by algorithm S producing a program with less than 2 k variables ( [3, 7] ).
In this paper we shall present an intermediate class of algorithms for the réduction of binary trees. Each algorithm is a possible generalization of algorithm S and uses only a restricted deque and some auxiliary cells. We shall dérive several enumeration results concerning the number of trees which can be reduced by these algorithms D k . In particular, with well chosen parameters, we shall prove that the worst case (average case) complexity is given by
THE ALGORITHM D k
Bef ore presenting a formai description of algorithm D k for the réduction of extended binary trees T, we will first give some basic définitions.
Let T be a binary tree with the set of interior nodes I, the set of leaves L and the root reL If iel{JL and roeL, the tree Tf is the binary subtree with the set of interior nodes I'^I, the set of leaves U^L and the root i, where the leftmost leaf of Tf is oe. Obviously, a given tree Tand ieI\JL defines an uniquely determined tree Tf. Note that Tf is surely the empty tree if there is no simple path from node i to node co in T. Using this notation, the tree T% is the one-node tree consisting of the leaf G>. Considering the tree of Figure 2 , Ta is the tree itself, T{ is the subtree with the interior nodes e, h, the leaves y, k,p and the root e; T{ or T* are empty trees. Now we shall turn to the présentation of the algorithm D k for the réduction of a binary tree. The algorithm uses an auxiliary store H, an input-restricted deque ( [8] ; p. 238) of length keN, a counter containing the current position of the input pointer and an auxiliary cell Z. The deque list symbols are triples (a, b 9 1) e (IU L) x (ƒ U L) x { 0,1} representing the subtree Tg. If the réduction of the substree T% has required an auxiliary cell in H, then t-l; otherwise t = 0. A triple may be put onto the top of the deque and may be removed from the top or the bottom of the deque. The contents of an auxiliary cell in H is a tuple (a, b)e(IU L)x(I{J L) representing the subtree T& the contents of the auxiliary cell Z is always a node or the symbol $. Henceforth, we say, that the algorithm D k is in state x, if x is the contents of the cell Z. D k will always be in a state xel\jL, if (a,x, t) was the last triple which was removed from the bottom of the deque and was stored as the tuple (a 5 x) in an empty
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auxiliary cell in H provided that this cell was not cleared or no other triple was removed from the deque after the deletion of (a,x, t). Otherwise, D k is in state $.
First, we shall give an informai description of algorithm D k .
The algorithm reads the input PO(T) from left to right and works as follows:
1. If the current input symbol is a leaf ©el and there is a tuple (a, b) in an auxiliary cell hsH with a = co, then we know that the tree T% ought to be reduced in the following steps. Since this réduction was made in earlier steps, the input pointer moves to the right until the symbol following b, the triple (a, ft, 1) is put onto the top of the deque, if the deque list has a length less than fc, and the auxiliary cell h is cleared. The state z is unchanged, if z^b; otherwise, D k goes in state $. If the deque list has a length equal to k, then the triple (a, b, 1) cannot be inserted at the top of the deque. In this case, we have to consider the following two cases:
1.1. The input symbol c following b is an interior node. Then the triple (x, y, i) at the top of the deque represents the left subtree TJ and (a, b) the right subtree T% of the tree T?. In this case, the triple at the top of the deque is replaced by (x, c, 1), the auxiliary cell h is cleared and the input pointer moves to the right. The state z is unchanged, if z^b; otherwise, D k in state $.
1.2. The input symbol c following b is a leaf. Let (x, y, t) be the triple at the bottom of the deque. If r = 0, then the triple (x, y 9 0) is removed from the deque, (a, b, 1) is inserted at the top of the deque and the algorithm goes in state $. If t=l, the triple (x, y 9 1) is removed from the deque, the tuple (x,j>) is stored in an empty auxiliary cell, the triple (a, b y 1) is put onto the top of the deque and D k goes in state y.
2. If the current input symbol is a leaf oeL and there is no tuple (a, b) in an auxiliary cell heH with a = <o, then we know that we have to reduce a subtree in the subséquent steps which was not reduced in earlier steps or was reduced and then forgotten because the corresponding triple was removed from the bottom of the deque. In this case, the triple (co, co, 0) is inserted at the top of the deque, if the length of the deque list is less than fe, the input pointer moves to the right and the state is unchanged. If the length of the deque list is equal to k and the triple at the bottom of the deque is (x, y, t), then (x y y, t) is removed from the deque, (x,y) is stored in an empty auxiliary cell, if t= 1, the triple (oe, oo, 0) is put onto the top of the deque, the input pointer moves to the right and the algorithm goes in state y. If t = 0, the triple (x, y 9 0) will be forgotten, that is, the tuple (x, y) is not stored in an auxiliary cell and the algorithm goes in state $. 3. If the current input symbol i is an interior node of T, then we have to consider the following two cases: 3.1. If the length of the deque list is de [2: k] , then the string ) at the top of the deque represents the left subtree TJ and the right subtree JJ of the tree Tf. At this stage, the input pointer moves to the right, the string at the top of the deque is replaced by (x, f, t t v t 2 ) and the state is unchanged. Here, t\ v t 2 is the disjunction of ti and t 2 .
3.2. Let the length of the deque list equal to one. The triple (x,y 9 1) on the deque represents a subtree T*. First, let the algorithm in state zelVJL. We know then, that the last triple which was removed from the bottom of the deque and was stored as a tuple in an empty auxiliary cell h has the form (a,z, O-This triple represents a tree T% The node z must be the left brother of y 9 because there is no other triple which was removed from the bottom of the deque after the deletion of (a, z, t'). Thus the input pointer moves to the right, the triple (x t y, t) is replaced by (a, i, 1), the auxiliary cell h is cleared and the algorithm goes in state $. Next, if the algorithm is in state $, then we do not know the left brother of y. In this case, the input pointer goes back to the first position of PO (T) 9 the triple (x,y 9 1) is removed from the deque, (x 9 y) is stored in an empty auxiliary cell and the algorithm goes in state y.
To describe the algorithm D k precisely, we shall use again a stylized notation similar to algorithm S given in section 1.
Algorithm D k
INPUT: PO (T) g (/Ui)*. OUTPUT: A program which évaluâtes T. METHOD: (1) A 5-tuple (z,j, y, H, p) will be used to dénote a configuration of the algorithm:
J^/UA dénotes the contents of a special dénotes the contents of a special auxiliary cell; z is called the state of the algorithm.
(b) jeN represents the location of the input pointer. We assume that the first "input symbol" is the leftmost symbol in PO (T).
(c) ye((JUi) x(I\JL) x {0,1 })* represents the input-restricted deque list. The "bottom" (top) is assumed to be at the left (right) of y. An item may be put onto the top and may be removed from the top or the bottom. The maximum length of the deque list is keN. A deque list symbol (a,b,t) represents the tree Tg. (2) If {a y b,t) is a deque list symbol, then t=l(t = O) indicates that the réduction of the tree-Tg has required at least one (no) auxiliary cell. If t = 0, a triple (a, b, t) deleted at the bottom of the deque will be "forgotten". If t= 1, the tuple (a, b) will be stored in an empty auxiliary cell and the algorithm goes in state b. The algorithm will always be in state zeî\JL\J {$}, if (x,z, t) was the last triple which was removed from the bottom of the deque and was stored as the tuple (x, z) in an empty auxiliary cell h provided that h was not cleared or no other triple was removed from the deque after the deletion of (x, z, 0-Otherwise, the algorithm is in state $. (5) There are ten types of steps. These steps will be described in terms of their effect on the configurations of the algorithm. The algorithm computes successive configurations defined by a "goes to" relation ±. The notation (z,j,y,H_ 9 p)±.(z',j',y\ir 9 p') means that if the current configuration is (z,;, y, H, p)> then we are to go next into the configuration (z'J' 9 y\ JfT, p'). 1 ($, 5, (6, 6, 0) ( ƒ, d, 0 $, 7, (ƒ d, 0) OW, 0) (*, *, 0), (3) i4i <-i4 2 ; A 2 -i4 3 Considerung the exécution of D k , it is easy to see that a tree T= T y r is reduced if the left subtree T t = Tl and the right subtree T 2 = T* has already been reduced. The correctness of algorithm D k should be obvious; the formai proof consists in the main of an induction on the length of PO (T), because in gênerai PO (T) = PO (Ti)PO (T 2 ) r. Finally, we will note that the use of the auxiliary cell Z representing the state of the algorithm D k is not really necessary. D k works also correctly if we eliminate the first component of the configurations and all références to this component. But doing this, the following results become rather complicated.
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A REDUCTION-STRATEGY INDUCED BY D k
Henceforth, we shall say that an extended binary tree T is a (fe, iytree, if 
Proof: Obviously, PO (T) = PO (T^PO (T 2 )r.
We have to consider the trees Trequiring a deque list of length k and no auxiliary cell. There is exactly one triple on the deque after the réduction of T u namely (x, a, 0), where Tx = Ta-If Ti has used a deque list of length fc, then a deque list of length jûk -l is available for T 2 . This proves (1). If T x has used a deque list of length 7^ k -1, then T 2 has to use a deque list of length k -1 in order to get Te T(fc, 0). This proves (2).
LEMMA 2: Let T be an extended binary tree with left subtree T± and right subtree T 2 . We have: Te T(k, 1) if and only if(\) T t e T(k 9 1) and T 2 e T(j, 0) for someje[l : k] or (2) T^sTQ, 0) for someje[\ : k] and T 2 eT(k, 1) or (3) T x e T(J, 0) for some j e [1 : k] and T 2 e T(k, 0).
Proof: Again, PO (T) = PO (TJPO (T 2 ) r. We have to consider the trees T requiring a deque list k and one auxiliary cell during the exécution of D k with input PO (T). There is exactly one triple on the deque after the réduction of T u namely (x, a, t\ where T x = T£ furthermore, the available auxiliary cell is empty.
First, we consider the case t = 1 that is, T x has used a deque list of length k and the auxiliary cell. If a deque list of length j^k -1 is sufficient for T 2 , then we have T 2 G T(j, 0) for j^k-1 and Te T(fe, 1). If T 2 requires a deque list of length k, then in any move, the triple (x, a, 1) at the bottom of the deque is deleted, the tupie (x, a) is stored in the empty auxiliary cell and the algorithm goes in state a (corresponds to move 5.1.1.4 or 5.1.2.3). Now the auxiliary cell is not available for T 2 so that T 2 eT(j,0) for some j^k. Therefore, T 2 G T0*, 0) fory^fc if T x G T(fc, 1). This proves (1).
Next, let t = 0 that is, T x has used a deque list of length j^k and no auxiliary cell. T 2 must require a deque list of length k because in the contrary the tree T does not use the available auxiliary cell. Thus, during the réduction of T 2 = Tl, the triple (x s a, 0) will be removed from the deque (corresponds to move 5.1.1.3 or 5.1.2.2) and will be forgotten. After the évaluation of T 2 , the algorithm is in state $, the triple {y, b, s) is on the deque and the auxiliary cell is empty. Now (y, b) is stored in the auxiliary cell and the input pointer Next, let 7\ G TO", 0) with; ^Ze that is, T x has used a deque list of lengthj^ fc and no auxiliary cell. We have t = 0. T 2 must require a deque list of length k because in the contrary the tree T does not use any auxiliary cell. Thus during the réduction of T 2 = T£, the triple (x, a, 0) will be removed from the deque (corresponds to move 5.1.1.3 or 5.1.2.2) and will be forgotten. After the réduction of T 2 , the algorithm is in state $, the triple (y, b, s) is on the deque and the auxiliary cells are empty. Now (y, b) is stored in the empty auxiliary cell 1 and the input pointer goes back to the first position in order to reduce again the tree T± (corresponds to move 5.2.3). Hence, in order to get Te T(k, i), the tree T 2 must use a deque list of length k and all auxiliary cells. Therefore, T 2 eT(k, i) if T x e T(j, 0) for j^k. This proves (2) .
Finally, let T x eT(k,m) with me[l : i-l] that is, T x uses a deque list of length k and m auxiliary cells. We have t = 1. T 2 must require a deque list of length fc, because in the contrary the tree T would not use i auxiliary cells. Thus during the réduction of T 2 = Tl, the triple (x, a, 1) will be removed from the deque and will be stored as the tuple (x, a) in the auxiliary cell 1 
The last two columns indicate the subtree which is first reduced; in the cases of line 4,5 and 8, the right subtree is first reduced (in these cases, D k reduces first the left subtree, forgets this réduction, reduces then the right subtree and then the left subtree again!); in the remaining cases, the left subtree is first reduced. Thus the right subtree is first reduced if and only if the left subtree has a label (/?, 0) with l^p^k and the right subtree has a label (fc, i) with ï^0. It is not hard to see that the above labelling rules can be described by the 
where fl («)(ƒ* (#)) is the first (second) component of/ fc (a) and ƒ* (a) ^ (a, P) is an abbreviation for fk(à)<*a and ƒ* (a)5^P; 5 f , fc is the "Kronecker delta" notation.
Now the conversion of the labelled tree T into a program II for T is similar to the optimal procedure described in section 1:
1. One starts from the root node of the labelled tree. Scanning is performed from the right son if either its brother has a label (0,0) or if it has a label (fc, i), i^O, and a left brother with label (/?, 0), l^p^k. Otherwise, scanning is performed at the left son.
2. One continues scanning until one has reached a leaf or a node with sons labelled (0,0). This node is "evaluated" and is substituted by the resulting variable name A ((0,0) is substituted for its label). Then one returns to the next node above this.
If this node x has a label with a second component equal to zero, then one continues scanning; in the other case, A is substituted by the resulting variable M (the label is unchanged), the second component of the label of x is substituted by 0 and the instruction "M <-A" is emitted. Then one continues scanning at node x. In this context, the "évaluation of a node" is to be interpreted in a similar way as in step (B2) of the optimal procedure given in section 1.
Example 4: The tree of example 1 is labelled by f k as follows: The above procedure leads to the following programs:
Ai *~ g; Note that these programs simulate the réduction described by the programs computed by D k in example 3; in the present programs, there are no "superfluous" instructions, because D k in this version does not compute réductions which are forgotten in the course of the further computation. On the other hand, we have now to compute the additional labels of the nodes.
THE ENUMERATION OF (K, /)-TREES
In this section, we shall compute the cardinality t(n 9 k, i) öf the set T(n, k 9 ï) of all (k 9 f)-trees T with n leaves. Thus t (n, k 9 i) is the number of the extended binary trees with n leaves which can be reduced by algorithm D k using a deque Thus:
We prove now the following:
The function F o (k, z) satisfies the récurrence:
Proof: Obviously, F 0 (l, z) = z. By lemma 1 we obtain forj'^2:
which is equivalent to:
Hence the séquence
Since F 0 (l, z) = z, this relation is equivalent to our proposition. This complètes the proof.
R. KEMP
An inspection of formula (2) in [1] shows, that F 0 (fc,z) satisfies the same récurrence as the generating function A k (z) of the number of planted plane trees with n nodes and height less than or equal to fc. This result is not very surprising, because A k (z) is also the generating function of the number of binary trees with n leaves using for postorder traversai a maximum size of the stack less than or equal to fc ( [4, 5] ) and the algorithm D k is identical to algorithm S given in section 1, if S emits a program with ^fc variables.
The following lemma 5 is a direct implication of lemma 4 and formula (6) 
Bef ore we compute the number of all (k, z)-trees with n leaves, we shall present two properties of the function F o (/c, z). The correctness of these équations can be easily checked by means of lemma 5.
LEMMA 6: The generating function F o (fc, z) fulfills the following relations:
for k^l andi^l. We prove now the following: 
We prove now by induction on ï. i-loi Ï: Let the above proposition be true for ^i-1. We obtain by part (a) and the induction hypothesis: It is not hard to see, that this fact is only a connection between the numbers of the trees. In gênerai, the corresponding sets are different. For i = 0 we have by définition:
where H n (k, 0) is the number of extended binary trees with n leaves which can be reduced by D k without any auxiliary cell. Since H"(k, 0) is also equal to the number of all extended binary trees with n leaves which can be reduced by algorithm S with a stack size less than or equal to k, we can use lemma 1 in [4] and obtain an explicit expression for these numbers. We get:
where: 
OPTIMAL CHOICE OF THE PARAMETERS k AND i
Generally, the algorithm D k with i auxiliary cells does not reduce all extended binary trees with n leaves. In this section we shall dérive a condition for n, k, i such that Using (2) we obtain an explicit expression for the numbers RED(n, /c, i).
The number of all extended binary trees with n leaves which can be reduced by algorithm D k with less than or equal to i auxiliary cells is given by: 
THE AVERAGE CASE
In this section we shall dérive some results concerning the average number of deque list and auxiliary cells required by algorithm D k during the réduction of an extended binary tree with n leaves. Since RED(n,fe,O = ff B ((i+l)(fc + l)-l,O), theorem 1 in [4] gives us information on the distribution of all trees with n leaves which can be reduced by D k with i auxiliary cells. We obtain immediately the following:
R. KEMP
We now turn to the average number of auxiliary cells and deque list cells required by algorithm D k during the réduction of an extended binary tree with n leaves. There are t (n,j, 0), 1 ^j^fc, trees using exactly j deque list cells and no auxiliary cells; there are t(n,kj\ l^i^[n/(k + l)j, trees using exactly k deque list cells and exactly i auxiliary cells. Thus considering all extended binary trees with n leaves equally likely, the average number of auxiliary cells and deque list cells required by D k during the réduction of a tree with n leaves is given by the expected value:
Using the above définition of h k (n) and theorem 1, this expression can be easily transformed into:
Now an application of (1) and (5) leads directly to:
Thus the problem of obtaining an asymptotic equivalent for e k (n) reduces to the analogous problem for:
H n (j y Q).
i
Using (2) and (6), g k (n) can be easily transformed into:
We now prove the following: Proof: An inspection of (11) shows that an equivalent expression for q k (ri) is given by:
where d k (R) is the number of the positive divisors less than or equal to k of the natural number R.
First, let fe^n°-5+5 with 5>0. We consider the sum given in (12). Using the approximation (8 a), qi^iri) is exponentially small and therefore negligible, being O (n~m) for all m>0. A comparison of q(n) with (9) shows that q(n) = h o (n). Thus using theorem 5 (case fe^n 0 -5 " 6 , 0<6^1/2), we obtain:
for all fixed e>0. qk(n) = q k -x(n) + r) h (n),
where:
An inspection of the approximation (8 a) shows that the terms for R ^ n°' 5+e /k in r\k(n) are exponentially small and therefore negligible, being 0 (n~m) for ail ra>0. An application of (Sb) to the remaining terms leads by (14) 
which fulfills the "Theta-relation" [4] :
Using this équation, an elementary computation leads to:
1 -5 e'(z-1 ).
On the other hand, we obtain by (15): n*(n)«r-2e( -)-4-e-f - 
Final remarks
We have presented a class of algorithms D k which reduce a given extended binary tree. Each algorithm D k uses an input-restricted deque of length k and an auxiliary store. D k is a possible generalization of a customary method for the réduction of a tree by means of a stack. Although we have given a detailed analysis of the space complexity of D k in the worst and average case, several questions are still waiting to be resolved.
One such problem is a detailed analysis of the time complexity of D k in the worst and average case. Considering the algorithm D k , it is not hard to see that in the worst case the input pointer is reset about n/k times to the first position. Hence the moves on the input tape give a contribution O (n 2 /k) to the time complexity of D k in the worst case; but here, we have not considered the time which is necessary to insert or to delete a tuple in the auxiliary store.
Another open problem is implied by the results given in corollary 1 and theorem 2. The observation on the equality of the sizes of different tree classes challenges to look for an one-to-one correspondence, but the author does not know such an explicit transformation. R KEMP Finally, it remains the open problem to détermine the exact asymptotic behaviour of the numbers q c^( n) given in lemma 7; we have only proved that
